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In models for overland flow based on kinematic wave theory the friction parameter is assumed to be 
constant. This paper studies a converging geometry and allows continuous spatial variability in the 
parameter. Parameter variability results in a completely distributed approach, reduces the need to use a 
complex network model to simulate watershed surface runoff, and saves much computational time and 
effort. This paper is the first in a series of three. It develops analytical solutions for a converging geometry 
with no infiltration and temporally constant lateral inflow. Part 2 discusses the effect of infiltration on the 
runoff process, and part 3 discusses application of the proposed model to natural agricultural watersheds. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since its formulation by Lighthill and Whitham [1955], its 
application to watershed modeling by Henderson and Wooding 
[1964] and Wooding [1965a, b, 1966], and the subsequent 
demonstration of its applicability to problems of hydrologic 
significance by Woolhiser and Liggett [1967], the kinematic 
wave theory has been utilized increasingly in numerous in- 
vestigations of watershed runoff modeling [Brakensiek, 1967; 
Woolhiser, 1969; Woolhiser et al., 1970; Eagleson, 1972; Singh, 
1974, 1975a, b, c, d]. In these investigations the formulation 
has been as follows: 

__ 

Continuity equation for 
plane section 

Oh O(uh) 
0-• [ Ox = q(x, t) (1) 

Kinematic approximation to 
momentum equation 

Q = uh = ah '• (2) 

where h is local depth of flow, u is local average velocity, q(x, t) 
is rate of effective lateral inflow per unit area, Q is rate of 
outflow per unit width, a is the kinematic wave friction rela- 
tionship parameter, and n > 1. For a specified T, q(x, t) = 0 
when t > T. 

The parameter a is constant. One approach that partly 
relaxes this assumption of parameter constancy is to employ a 
network model which considers the parameter to be different 
for different elements in the network geometry. Although a 
network model may be made so complex as to provide an 
almost perfect representation of the watershed system, it will 
be too complex and too time consuming to be of any oper- 
ational value. In the past, four simplified geometric configura- 
tions have been hypothesized to represen, t the geometry of a 
natural watershed. Accordingly, kinematic wave models of 
watershed surface runoff can be classified into four groups: (1) 
converging overland flow model (Figure 1), (2) Wooding's 
runoff model (Figure 2), (3) composite section model (Figure 
3), and (4) cascade model (Figure 4). 

These models entail varying degrees of geometric abstrac- 
tions and are either lumped or at most quasi-distributed, de- 
pending upon the characterization of the parameter a. The 
converging overland flow model [Woolhiser, 1969; Singh, 1974, 
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1975a, b] is a lumped parameter model. It has the highest 
degree of geometric abstraction. Wooding's model [Wooding, 
1965a, b, 1966] has a lesser degree of abstraction. This is also a 
lumped parameter or at most quasi-distributed model if the 
parameter a is allowed to vary from one element to another in 
the network geometry. The composite section model [Singh, 
1974], a combination of the two previous models, has an even 
lesser degree of abstraction. This model will be quasi-distrib- 
uted if the parameter a is allowed to be different for different 
elements in the network geometry. The cascade model [Bra- 
kensiek, 1967; Kibler and Woolhiser, 1970; Singh, 1974] has the 
least order of abstraction and hence is more realistic. The 

cascade network geometry can be made so complex as to 
provide an almost perfect representation of the watershed 
geometry. Permitting the parameter a to vary from one ele- 
ment to another will make the cascade model a quasi-distrib- 
uted model. 

A consideration of watershed runoff dynamics suggests that 
the watershed surface roughness characteristics have more 
influence on the runoff generation process than the watershed 
geometry does. This contention was expressed in a recent 
study by Singh [1974] which concluded that regardless of its 
complexity the geometry of a natural watershed can be trans- 
formed into a simple converging section geometry which 
would preserve the hydrologic response to a large degree. This 
same view was expressed much earlier by Woolhiser [1969]. In 
the present study the roughness characteristics are represented 
by the parameter a. It then follows that the above geometric 
configurations are advanced primarily to represent the spatial 
distribution of the parameter a better. It is then argued that 
the necessity of a complex geometric configuration can be 
eliminated by simply allowing the parameter a to vary contin- 
uously in space. By so doing, the resulting model will be 
simpler in geometry (for example, a converging section) and 
completely distributed. It is interesting to note that this con- 
cept of parameter variability is not an artificial one but is 
consistent with runoff dynamics. This is the hypothesis that 
this series of papers attempts to develop and test by consid- 
ering its application to natural agricultural watersheds. Before 
proceeding further, it must be made clear that we are not 
suggesting here that geometric details will have no influence on 
runoff. 

DISTRIBUTED CONVERGING OVERLAND FLOW MODEL 

The kinematic wave equations of continuity and momentum 
for a converging section are [Singh, 1974] 
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X 

Fig. 1. Geometry of converging overland flow model. 

Oh O(uh) uh 
Ot q- Ox - q(x, t) q- L -- x (3)' 

Q = uh = a(x,t)h n (4) 

where L is the length of the converging section (Figure 1). For 
a specified rainfall duration T, q(x, t) = 0 when t > T. We 
assume that n > 1. Eliminating u in (3) and (4), .we get 

Oh q_ na(x t)h "-• Oh Ot ' Ox 

a(x, t)h" _ h" Oa(x, t) (5) = q(x, t) q- L -- x Ox 
Equation (5) holds in S = {0 < x < L(1 - r), t > 0}. In the 
context of the watershed runoff problem the boundary condi- 
tions, representing an initially dry surface, are 

h(x, O) = 0 0 < x < L(1 - r) 
(6) 

h(0, t) = 0 0 < t < T 

It is physically plausible that h(0, t) should not be specified for 
t > T; that is, the solution of (5) in S below t = T subject to (6) 
should extend into S above t - T. This will be seen to be true 

in the mathematical discussion below. 

We note two special cases of (5). When a(x, t) = a, a 
constant, we get 

h n Oh nt - nahn_• Oh q(x, t) q- a (7) 
Ot Ox L -- x 

This case has been investigated by Woolhiser [1969], Woolhiser 

Fig. 3. Geometry of composite section model. 

MATHEMATICAL SOLUTIONS 

The method of characteristics can be used to solve (8) and 
(6). The characteristic equations are 

dt/ds = 1 dx/ds = na(x)h "-1 

dh a(x)h" 
ds - q(x, t) q L-- x a'(x)h" 

where s is a parameter. Through each point of (x, t, h) space 
there is a unique characteristic curve. The solution of (8) and 
(6) is the surface formed by all the characteristic curves 
through the segment t = 0, 0 _< x _< L(1 - r) and the segment x 
= 0, 0 _< t _< T (in Appendix A we show that this solution 
extends into all of S above t = T). Figure 5 shows the projec- 
tions of these characteristic curves onto the (x, t) plane. 

To obtain the surface formed by the characteristic curves, 
we take x as a parameter instead of s. Then 

dt/dx = [na(x)hn-X] -• (9) 

dh q(x, •t) h a'(x)h dx - na-•-•-•h r--• q- n(L -- x) ha(X) (1 O) 
The initial conditions are t(0) = to, h(0) = 0 or t(Xo) = O, h(xo) 

et al. [1970], and Singh [1974, 1975a, b, c, d]. When a(x, t) = = 0. We distinguish two cases, A and B. 
a(x), we get 

Oh Oh •(_(x_)h•x •-[ q- na(x)h "-• - q(x, t) -{ a'(x)h • (8) Ox 

In this paper we study (8) in S subject to the boundary condi- 
tions (6). 

Fig. 2. Geometry of Wooding's runoff model. Fig. 4. Geometry of cascade model. 
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o 
o x x=L (I-r) 

Fig. 5. Kinematic wave diagram. 

Case A. The curve t = t(x, O) through the origin intersects 
x = L(I - r) before it intersects t = T. Let t* = t(L(l - r), 0). 
As is shown in Figure 6, t* < T. Case A represents an equilib- 
rium situation wherein t* is identical to the watershed equilib- 
rium time. Here t* is independent of T. 

Case B. The curve t = t(x, 0) through the origin intersects t 
= T before it intersects x - L(1 - r). As is shown in Figure 7, 
t* > T. This case represents a partial equilibrium situation. 
Here t* will depend on T and is not equal to t* of case A. 

The solutions to these two cases will completely characterize 
the surface runoff hydrograph. We examine the two cases in 
detail. In case A, S is divided into three parts, as is shown in 
Figure 6. First, we obtain the surface formed by the character- 
istics passing through the segment 0 < to < T, x = 0, i.e., the 
solution in domain D•.. The initial conditions are t(0) - to, h(0) 
= 0, and 0 < to < T. The solution surface is then expressed in 
terms of x and to: t = t(x, to), h = h(x, to), and x = x. We will 
assume that under appropriate conditions on a(x) and q(x, t) 
the curves t = t(x, to) do not, for distinct values of to, intersect 
in S. It will be seen in Appendix B that this is true for q(x, t) = 
q, a constant. The curve t(x, to) is an increasing function of x 
for fixed to, since h(x) > 0 in S (from (11) below), and by our 
nonintersection assumption it is an increasing function of to. 
Thus we can solve for to in t = t(x, to), and we can therefore 
express h as a function of x and t. 

The solution of (10) subject to h(0) - 0 is 

h(x, to) = .(x)(œ- x) (z- •) 

ß q[l•, t(•, to)] (11) 

o 

" D I 

0 

cr DZ 

/ 
o 

o x L 

t%t(L (I-r),O) 

Fig. 6. Solution domain for equilibrium hydrograph. 

h(x, to) = •L .(x)(L c • J 
1/n 

(13) 

t(x, to) = to 

' 1 'L • + ? .(n) '/" - (L - n) •" (14) 

The third special case is q(x, t) and a(x) both constant. In this 
case we can express (14) in terms of the beta function and 
incomplete beta function by introducing the change of variable 
• = [(L - r/)/L]L We get 

t(x, to) = to + (3//2) (L/o•) •/n [•(a, b) - •4,(a, b)] 

where 

a = 1 -- 2n-' b = n-' ½ = [(L- x)/L] •' 

r(a)r(b) 
/5(a, b) = 

P(a + b) 

and 

fo* a-•( /•,(a, b) = • 1 -- •)•'- d• 

[ = 4•"(1 -- 4•) •' 1 + •/5(a + l, j+ 1) 
a i=o/5(a + b,j + 1) 

. 

wherea > 0, b >0, and0 < • < 1. 

Inserting (11) into (9) and integrating, we get 

t(x, to) . na(n) 

ß (L -- l•)q[•, t(l•, to)] dr/ (12) 

Equation (12) is an integral equation for t(x, to). Inserting the 
solution of (12) into (11), we get h(x, to). 

There are three special cases of (11) and (12) that yield 
explicit solutions. The first is q(x, t) independent of t. The 
second is, more particularly, q(x, t) = q, a constant. Then 
the solution is (here and henceforth fl = (q/2) un, and 7 = 
n-•(2/qy n-•vn) 

o o x. • x •*• u (I-•; 
Fig. ?. Solution domain for partial equilibrium hydrograph. 
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When q(x, t) is independent of t, h(x, t) is also independent 
of t in D•.. This may be seen directly from (11). 

To obtain the surface formed by the characteristics through 
the segment 0 < x < L(1 - r) on the x axis, i.e., the solution in 
Ds, we solve (9) and (10) subject to 

t(Xo) = 0 h(xo = 0 0 < x0 < L(1 - r) (15) 

Then the solution surface is expressed in terms of x and x0: 

t = t(x, Xo) h = h(x, Xo) x = x 

We assume again that the curves t = t(x, xo) do not intersect 
for distinct values of x0. Thus t(x, xo) is, for fixed x0, an 
increasing function of x and for fixed x a decreasing function 
of x0. This nonintersection property will be proved in Appen- 
dix 13 under the conditions q(x, t), a constant, and (L - 
x)/a(x), a decreasing function of x. The solution of (9), (10), 
and (15) is 

1 (L -- h(x, xo) = a(x)(œ -- x) o 

1/n ß q[•, t(•, Xo)] d• (16) 

t(x Xo) = •x (L -- •)(n-1)/n ' o 

ß (L -- •)q[•, t(•, Xo)] d• dr/ (17) 
o 

Equation (17) is an integral equation for t(x, Xo). Inserting the 
solution of (17) into (16), we get h(x, Xo). The solutions are 
explicit when q(x, t) is independent of t. In particular, when 
q(x, t) = q, 

h(x Xo) = •[.(L -- Xo) 2-- (L-- x)2.1 ' a(x)(L -- x) (18) 

t(x, Xo) = 'Y •o ot(rl) 

ß L- r/ drt (19) 
(L- Xo) •-- (L- r/ 

and al•o if a(x) = a, 

h(x XO) • •o•-l/nI(L-- Xø)2-- (L-- x)211/n ' L- x (20) 
--l/n 

t(x, Xo) = 

ß o (L- Xo) • -- (t -- r/) • dr/ (21) 
Introducing the change of variable •/ = [(L - rt)/(L - x0)] •' 
into (21 ), we obtain an expression for t(x, Xo) in terms of beta 
and incomplete beta functions: 

t(x Xo) 'Y(L--'xø) TM ' = • a [/•(a, b) -- /5,(a, b)] 
where 

a= 1 2n b- 4• = t/ Xo 

It is clear that in Ds, h(x, t) depends on both x and t even when 
one or both of the functions q(x, t) and a(x) are constant. 

To obtain the solution in D•, we solve (9) and (10) with q(x, 
t) = 0, subject to 

t(Xo* ) = r h(xo* ) = h(xo*, T) 

where h(xo*, T) is obtained from (11 ) and (12). The solution in 
D• will be expressed in terms of x and x0*: 

t - t(x, Xo*) h(x, Xo*) x = x 

The solution is 

r(x(Xo,)(L -- Xo,) 1 1/n h(x, Xo*) = h(xo*, - 7i 

t(x, Xo*) = T q- nh(xo*, T)n-i[ot(xo*)(L- Xo•)] (n-1)/n 

(22) 

x (L- •)(n--1)/n ' o* 0•(•) TM dr/ 
When q(x, t) = q, we obtain 

[L --(L -- Xo•)2] TM h(xo*, r)= xo,) 

h(x Xo*) '-' [•[ 'm2-- (Z-- Xo*)211/n ' .(x)(œ- x) 

(23) 

(24) 

t(x, Xo*) = T q- [L •. _ (L- Xo* n-- 

• (L- •)(n-1)/n ' o* O•(n) 1/n dr/ 
and if in addition, a(x) -- a, 

h(x Xo*) = • [ 'L•-- (L- Xo*)•'l•/'• ' O• n L-- x 

(25) 

(26) 

t(X, Xo*) = T + n'y (2n -- 1)or •/n 

(L- Xo•:) (2n-1)/n -- (L- x) (2n-1)/n 
'-- [L •' -- (L- Xo*)•'] ('•-•/n (27) 

We note that in D•, h(x, t) depends on both x and t. The 
curves t = t(x, Xo*) fill out the entire domain D• as x0* ranges 
from 0 to L(1 - r) (Appendix A). 

We summarize case A for the general q(x, t). 
1. In domain Ds the solution is given by (16) and (17). Here 

the parameter x0 assumes values on the segment 0 < x < L(1 - 
r), t = 0. 

2. In domain D•. the solution is given by (11 ) and (12). Here 
the parameter to assumes values on the segment x = 0, 0 < t < 
T. 

3. In domain D• the solution is given by (22) and (23). Here 
the parameter x0* assumes values on the segment 0 < x < 
L(1-r),t= T. 

We consider now, in case A, with q(x, t) = q, h as a function 
of t for fixed x. That is, we want to know the appearance of the 
curve cut out of the surface h(x, t) by a plane perpendicular to 
the x axis. In domain Ds we have 

Oh(x, t) Oh(x, Xo) OXo hxo(X, Xo) 
Ot OXo Ot t•o(X, Xo) 

(28) 

From (18) we see that hxo(X, x0) < 0. Since txo(X, Xo) < O, ht(x, 
t) > 0 if (x, t) G Ds. In domain D•., h(x, t) is independent of t. 
In domain D• we have, from (24), hxo*(x, x0*) > 0; since txo*(x, 
Xo*) ( O, ht(x, t) ( O. From (25), t • c• for fixed x is equivalent 
to x0* • 0 for fixed x, and from (24), h(x, t) • 0 as t • c•. In 
case A, h(x, t) has, for fixed x, the graph shown in Figure 8. 
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We may obtain the approximate behavior of h(x, t) for large t 
(and therefore small Xo*) by setting Xo* = 0 in the'integral in 
(25) and then eliminating Xo* between (24) and (25): 

h(x, t) = (t- T) •/("-•) 

Ifo x ]•/('*-•) (29) •,(x) = a(rt)-•/'•(L -- rt) ('•-•/" drt 

ß { n •/('*-•) [a(x)(L -- x)l TM } -• 
We note that the decline to 0 as t • oo is not exponential. Thus 
if n = •1, h(x, t) goes to 0 as t -2. 

We obtain in case A the equilibrium time te and the equili- 
brium depth he: 

te = t* = t[L(1 - r), 0] he = h [L(1 - r), 0] 

where t(x, O) and h(x, O) are given by (11 ) and (12) with to = 0. 
In particular, when q(x, t) -- q, we get from (13) and (14) 

h, = [qL(1 -- r2)l •/'* 2ra a = a[L(1 -- r)] 

L(•-r) 1 'L 2 t, = 3' ot(rt) TM -- (L -- rt) • drl 
If in addition, a(x) = a, 

h, = [qL(1-- F2)I•/'• 2ra 

, _ ( t, = 'y F(1 q-(2n) -•) -- 

,• h_ given by Eq. (13) 

t=t(x,O) t=T t 

Fig. 8. Variation of the depth of flow with time for equilibrium case. 

If r is small, 

xo* J(Xo, Xo*) = (L -- l•)q[l•, t(l•, xo)l dl• 
Xo 

Then from (16) and (17•, 

F I(Xo, Xo*) h(x; Xo*, Xo) = L-(x)(œ - 7x)J 

t(x; Xo*, Xo) = T q- 1 j(Xo, XO:•) -(n-1)/n 
n 

• (L- 37) (n-1)/n ß o* a(r/) i7;; dn 
When q(x, t) = q, we get 

(31) 

r -- n •(1 -- r)l/n h(x, Xo* Xo) = t8 (L Xo) • (L 
1 -- (2n)-' ' a(x)(L -- x) 

ß 1 q- •/8(2 -- (2n)-',.j-I-.1)r=(jq_ 1) i=o •(1 q- (2n)-• j -3- 1) 

r(1 - (2n)-•)I'n -• t, = 'y I'(1 -'l- (2n) -1) 
There is a simple criterion when q(x, t) = q which distin- 

guishes cases A and B. From (14) we obtain, by setting to = 0 
and the left side equal to T, 

fo /'--•/ 1 '(L 2 T = 3' a(rt)•/, -- (L- rt) •' drt (30) 
Equation (30) has a root x* between 0 and L(1 - r) in case B 
and does not have a root in case A. Since the right side F(x) of 
(30) is an increasing function of x, it is sufficient to determine 
the value of F at x = L(1 - r): F[L(1 - r)] < T, case A; F[L(1 
- r)] > T, case B. 

We discuss now case B. In this case, S is divided in four 
parts as shown in Figure 7. Let x* be the solution of T - t(x, 
0). Let Dxx be the domain above t = T and above t = t(x, x*); 
the curve t - t(x, x*) is just the prolongation of t = t(x, O) 
beyond t = T. Let Dx2 be the domain bounded by t - T, t - 
t(x, x*), and x - L(1 - r). The domain D• is bounded by t - 
T, x = 0, and t = t(x, 0). The domain Da is bounded by t - t(x, 
0), t = T, t = 0, and x = L(1 - r). Then in D• the solution is 
given by (11 ) and (12), in Da the solution is given by (16) and 
(17), and in Dxx the solution is given by (22) and (23), where 0 
< Xo* < x*. For the particular cases q(x, t) constant and both 
q(x, t) and a(x) constant the expressions in case A apply. 

To obtain the solution in D•., let Xo* be the solution of T = 
t(x, Xo). Thus Xo* and Xo are bounded by the equation T - 
t(Xo*, Xo). Let 

(32) 

xø*)2l•/" (33) 
t(x; Xo*, Xo) = T -3- [(L- Xo) • -- (L- Xo8.)2] (n-1)/n 

ffxl )/n ß (L =_y•(;71 ,,, d. (34) 
ß ß 

and the equation T = t(Xo*, Xo) becomes 

ø' , 
I 1 ( n- 1 ) i n . ).(35) (L- Xo -- (L -- •)2d• 

If in addition, a(x) = a, then 

' ' ' L- x (36) 

t(x; Xo*, Xo) = T q- n'}, (2n -- 1)o• 1/n 

(L- Xo*) (•"-•)/" -- (L- x) 
[(L- Xo) •-- (L- X05)2] (n--1)/n 

(37) 

T = •,a-•/'• L -- •1 (L-- xo) •-- (L-- rl) :• drt (38) 
As in case A, we consider h(x, t) as a function of t for fixed x 

when q(x, t) - q. When 0 < x < x*, the discussion in case A 
applies, and Figure 9 exhibits the behavior. When x* < x < 
L(1 - r), then h(x, t) increases in Da and decreases in D• by 
the same arguments as those used in case A. Therefore the 
maximum occurs in D•. In Appendix C we show that if a(x) - 
a, then h(x, t) increases in D•, and so the maximum occurs on 
t = t(x, x*). Equation (29) also applies in case B. 
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Fig. 9. Variation of the depth of flow with time for partial equilib- 
rium case. 

In case A when q(x, t) = q and also in case B when 0 ( x < 
x* and q(x, t) = q, 

I-L - (L- x)•] hm,,x(X) = ,O L x) 
tmax(X) = {t't(x, O) _< t _< T} 

In case B when x* < x < L(1 - r), q(x, t) = q, and a(x) = a, 

hmax(X) = 18a_•/,[L2 -- (L-- x*)21 
t .... (x) = r q- n-y 

(2n -- 1)a 

(L -- x*) (2"-')/" -- (L -- x) 
ß 

[L • -- (L- x*)•] ('•-•)/'• 

We define t* as the time of intersection of t = t(x, 0) with x 
= L(1 - r) in case A and as the time of intersection of t = t(x, 
x*) with x = L(1 - r) in case B. Thus t* is a function of T. Let 
q(x, t) = q, and define To = F[L(1 - r)]' here F(x) is the right 
side of (30). Then t*(T) = To when T > To, and when T < To, 
t*(T) is defined through x* by T = F(x*) and 

t* = F(x*) q-'y •,• _ (L -- x* 
ß ._--...----- 

. ot(rt),/, drt (39) 
Since 

dt* dt* dx* 
ß - • 

dT dx* dT 

and since dx*/dT > 0, the sign of dt*/dT is the same as the 
sign of dt*/dx*. It is easily checked that dt*/dx* < 0. Thus 
t*(T) is a decreasing function of T when 0 < T < To. As T • 0, 

Fig. 10. Variation of the time when the characteristic issuing from 
the origin intersects the downstream boundary with rainfall duration. 

x* • 0, and we see from (39) that t* • c•, as is shown in Figure 
10. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The discussion above and in the appendices can be carried 
out on the assumption q(x, t) = q(x) rather than q(x) = q with 
only a slight increase in mathematical complexity. But the 
essential features of the solution h(x, t) are not changed. For 
the converging overland flow model the assumption q(x, t) = 
q(t) does not lead to explicit solutions even when t rather than 
x is selected as a parameter in the equations of the character- 
istics. 

APPENDIX A 

We will show that the curves t = t(x, to), 0 _< to < T, fill out 
all of S above t = t(x, 0). For this purpose it is sufficient to 
prove that for fixed x > 0, t(x, to) -, oo as to • T. Together with 
our assumption that the curves t = t(x, to) do not intersect in S 
for distinct values of to, this implies that h(x, t) is defined 
throughout S. 

We make the following assumptions on q(x, t), a(x), and n: 

n > 1 0 < a•-< a(x) < a•. 

0 < q(x, t) < q if t < T q(x, t) = 0 if t > T 

From (11) we get 

0 <• h(x, to) < Lrot•-• 
and from (9), 

dt 1 (qr_•) -("-')/" ,+(,/,.,• - x (A2) dx >---- c• _ flor2 tl 

Integrating (A2) between 0 and x, we get 

t(x, to) > to + c•x TM (A3) 

Let x*(to) be the solution of T = t(x*, to). Then from (A3), 

x*(to) < [(r- to)/C,] • 

We have, referring to (12), 

fo"(L -- l•)q[l•, t(•, to)] d• 
< qL dti = qLx*(to)< qL ' 

Cl 

and therefore 

t(X, to) > tO + foX (Lr)('•-i)/'• [ (--•• )'•] - ('•-•)/'• ----i 7•; q L to 
(A4) 

drl = to -Jr- c•.x 
(r -- to) '•-' 

It follows from (A4) that t(x, to) • oo as to -• T for fixed x > 0. 
It follows from (A1) that 

0 < h(x, t) < (qx/rot•) TM (A5) 

Equation (A5) implies that h(0, t) = 0 for t > T. 

APPENDIX B 

When q(x, t) = q, the curves t = t(x, to) do not, for distinct 
values of to, intersect in S. This follows from (14) and (25); the 
curves of (25) are the prolongations beyond t = T of the curves 
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of (14). Equation (14) implies that t(x, to) is, for fixed x, an 
increasing function of to, and (25) implies that t(x, Xo*) is, for 
fixed x, a decreasing function of Xo*. 

To prove that the curves t = t(x, Xo) do not intersect in D3, 
we impose the condition that (L - x)/a(x) is a decreasing 
function of x; we retain the condition q(x, t) = q. Under these 
conditions we show that (19) is, for fixed x, a decreasing 
function ofxo. We write the integral in (19) as the difference of 
two integrals, one from Xo to L and the other from x to L; we 
extend the definition of a(x) to L(1 - r) < x _< L by a(x) = 
alL(1 - r)]. The integral from x to L is an increasing function 
of Xo, so its negative is a decreasing function of Xo. In the 
integral from Xo to L we introduce the change of variable •' = 
(L - •)/(L - Xo). Then it becomes 

a[L •'(L Xo)] •. d•' (BI) 
Now if 

then 

x = L- •'(L-xo) = (1 - •')L + •'Xo 

ß 

L- Xo L- x 
a[L -- •'(L- Xo)] •'a(x) 

and it is clear that for fixed •' the brace in (B1) is a decreasing 
-function of xo. Thus (BI) is a decreasing function of Xo, and 
therefore t(x, x0) is a decreasing function of Xo in D3. 

'To conclud e the discussion, we need to prove that the curves 
t = t(x; Xo*, Xo) do not intersect in D,2. We will show that t(x; 
Xo*, Xo) is, for fixed x, a decreasing function of Xo. In (35) we 
introduce, a s above, the variable 

• L -- Xo 
T = a [L -- Xo) L-Xo.)/(L=x0) -- •'(L 

ß •. d•' (B2) 

The term in braces in (B2) is a decreasing function of Xo for 
fixed •', so (L -Xo*)/(L - Xo) is a decreasing function of Xo. 
Introducing •' i n (34), weget 

--XolJ 

t(x; Xo*, Xo) = T q- 

ß o½•-x)/(•-xo) [L- •'(L- Xo)] •'•"-•/" d•' 
Since 

I -xo, Too) ' Xo Xo] 
are decreasing functions of Xo and (L - x)/(L - Xo) is an 
increasing function of x0, t(x; Xo*, Xo) is a decreasing function 
of Xo. 

G(xo, z) = (L - xoY( - z") z =(L-xo*)/(L-xo) (C2) 

0<z<l 

where by (B2), 

] L -- Xo r = •. a[L- •'(L- xo)l' 

We have 

d•' (C3) 

OG dG dz Oxo 

O--•- dz dxo at (C4) 
where on the left of (C4), G is a function of x and t and on the 
right, a function of z. Since dz/dxo < 0 and OXo/Ot < 0, it is 
clear from (C4) that the sign of OG/Ot, and therefore the sign 
of Oh/Ot, agrees with the sign of dG/dz. 

We will now specialize the hypotheses on a(x) still further: 
a(x) = a when x* < x • L(1 - r). Then (C3) becomes 

•(L- go) I/n= d• (C5) 
Combining (C5) and (C2), we get 

G(xo, z) = g(z) 

•. ) (n--1)In 
Calculating g'(z), we see that the sign of g'(z) is determined by 

1 / / (n-l)/n n(1 -- z2) 1/n -- z 1/n f •' d•' (C7) 
Since U(1 + •') < i when 0 < •' < 1, 

z 1 •'•' d•' < («)("-l)/"n(1 --z) •/" 
and therefore (C7) is greater than 

n/(1 - z") TM - [(i)•-'(z - z")] TM} (C8) 

Because of 

a • - b • = (a - b)(a •-• + a"-"b + '" + b •-•) 

the sign of (C8) is the same as that of 

1 
(z - z 1 --z 2._• 

= (l- z)[l q-(1--2,--•l_•)z] (C9) 
Since (C9) is positive for 0 < z < l, we conclude that g'(z) > 0 
for 0 < z < 1 and finally that Oh/at > 0. Thus on the 
hypothesis a(x) = a when x*< x _< L(1 - r), h(x, t) is, for 
fixed x, an increasing function of t in D•,.. 

APPENDIX C 

We investigate the behavior of h(x, t) for fixed x in Dr.. We 
assume first that q(x, t) = q and (L - x)/a(x) is a decreasing 
function of x. It is sufficient, from (33), to consider 

(œ Xo)' -(L - xo, y (c l) 

aS a function of t for fixed x. We may write (C1) as 
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